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Claims to symbolic restitution and material reparations for historical injus-
tices are based on the moral quality of the deeds of previously living people and
the lasting impact of their deeds on the well-being of currently living people,
respectively. These grounds for claims to redressing historical injustices differ and
raise different questions of interpretation.

Currently living people can claim reparations for being indirect victims of
historical injustices owing to their impact on their well-being. Such a justification
of reparations raises two main questions of interpretation. First, how can currently
living people be understood to be negatively affected by historical injustices even
though the past injustices are among the necessary conditions for their very
existence and identity? In response to so-called Non-Identity Problem I explicate
(section I. 1), first, the idea of people being harmed since conception owing to the
lack of (sufficient) compensation to their predecessors who were direct victims of
historical injustice and, second, the notion of harm according to which people can
be understood to be indirect victims due to their falling below a threshold level of
well-being as a consequence of the historical injustice committed against previ-
ously living people. We also need to address, second, the question of whether this
justification of reparations presupposes an indefensible interpretation of property
entitlements—on that basis some have argued that claims owing to the impact of
historical injustices should be considered superseded by the passage of time and
changes of circumstances. I show that the conditions for the supersession of
historical injustices are often not met (I. 2).

Currently living people can claim symbolic reparation on behalf of the direct
victims of historical injustice—namely owing to the wrongs they suffered. Such
a justification for reparations raises the question of, inter alia, the moral status
of deceased persons and dead victims of injustice in particular. I explicate—in
section II. 1—the notion of surviving duties vis-à-vis deceased persons. I defend,
in particular, the idea of a general surviving duty to bring about the posthumous
reputation that people deserve (II. 2). Commemorative acts of symbolic reparation
can be understood at aiming to fulfill this duty vis-à-vis dead victims of injustice.

Finally—and in suggesting an answer to the question who might plausibly be
thought to stand under the so understood and distinguished duties to provide
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symbolic restitution and material reparations—I indicate, first, that people as
members of ongoing societies can identify with the public inheritance of their
society in such a way that they will want to respond to what may be dubbed
“inherited public evils” by participating in public acts of symbolic reparation.
Second, transgenerational legal persons (usually states) in whose name previous
members committed crimes against others can be thought to stand under an
obligation to provide indirect victims with compensation. If so, currently living
people as members of such entities can stand under a (civic) duty to support their
legal person in carrying out its policies of reparation that aim at providing just
compensation today in light of both the lack of (sufficient) measures of compen-
sation to the direct victims of historical injustices and their lasting negative impact
on the well-being of currently living people.

I. The Lasting Impact of Historical Injustices

First, currently living people can claim reparations for being indirect victims
of historical injustice owing to its impact on their well-being. I will comment on
two sources of doubt one might have with respect to the validity of this justifica-
tion of claims to reparations. These doubts reflect the two sets of questions that
have defined, at least in part, the philosophical subject of historical injustice. First,
addressed shall be the questions arising from the non-identity problem as intro-
duced by Derek Parfit in his work Reasons and Persons,1 and, second, the
questions arising from Jeremy Waldron’s supersession thesis as presented in his
article “Superseding Historic Injustice.”2 My comments are meant to show that the
non-identity problem can be of practical significance for assessing the validity of
claims to reparation of indirect victims and the same holds true for the superses-
sion thesis. However, the non-identity problem is of no significance for assessing
the validity of claims to reparations of direct and surviving victims and of little
significance for assessing the claims of their direct descendants. Also, the super-
session thesis tends to be of less importance in assessing claims to reparations
owing to more recent injustices.

I.1 Responding to the Non-Identity Problem

The non-identity problem gives rise to the following general question: how
can individuals today have a just claim to compensation owing to what was done
to others in the past when the claimants would not exist today had the latter not
suffered these harms?3 For example, do African Americans, whose ancestors were
subjected to the terrible injustices of being kidnapped in Africa and subsequently
enslaved, have a just claim to compensation?4 Let us set aside a host of specifically
legal questions concerning, for example, the laws of limitation and liability. To
illustrate the point here one need only consider the case of Robert, a modern day
descendant of slaves.5
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People can make claims to compensation for harms they have suffered. As a
descendant of slaves, has Robert been harmed owing to the injustices suffered by
his ancestors? First, consider briefly the most common interpretation of harm,6

which requires that the existence of the harmed person or people qua individuals
be independent of the harming act or policy. This interpretation of harm can be
expressed in the following formula:

(1) Subjunctive-historical: An action (or inaction)7 at time t1 harms someone
only if the agent causes (allows) this person to be worse off at some later time t2

than the person would have been at t2 had the agent not interacted with (or acted
with respect to) this person at all.8

Under this interpretation of harm, a person can be understood to be fully
compensated for an act or policy (or event)9 when he or she is as well off as he or
she would be if the act had not been carried out. Under this interpretation of harm,
Robert cannot be said to have been harmed by the kidnapping and enslavement of
his ancestors, for had his ancestors not been kidnapped and enslaved, he would
most likely not exist. His existence is the product of a certain genealogical chain
not being broken. Hence, the initial kidnapping in Africa, the transporting to
America, and the enslavement of his ancestors are (very likely) necessary condi-
tions for Robert’s having come into existence at all. Indeed, he would not have
been better off had his ancestors not been badly wronged. Thus, we cannot rely
upon this interpretation of harm and its accompanying interpretation of compen-
sation to ground the claim that Robert has been harmed and should be compen-
sated. The required state of affairs implies the non-existence of the person
claiming compensation.

To this claim we can respond in a number of ways.10 The response I find most
plausible is to allow for an identity-independent notion of harm in addition to the
common identity-dependent notion of harm.11 Such an identity-independent
notion of harm can be expressed in the following formula:

(2) Subjunctive-threshold12: An action (or inaction) at time t1 harms someone
only if the agent thereby causes (allows) this person’s life to fall below some
specified threshold.

Under this interpretation of harm, a person can be considered to be fully
compensated for an act or policy (or event) if she or he does not fall below the
specified standard at a particular time. Robert can be understood as having
incurred harm because his ancestors were kidnapped and enslaved. Whether
Robert has been harmed due to the way his ancestors were treated depends upon
whether the way they were treated has led to Robert’s falling below the specified
standard of well-being. However, whether or not this is the case will turn on his
current state of well-being. Employing this interpretation of harm and its accom-
panying interpretation of compensation requires an assessment of what others
ought to do today in terms of providing measures of compensation.13

When we analyze historical claims on the basis of such a subjunctive-
threshold interpretation of harm, the normative relevance of past wrongs will
depend upon their causal relevance for the well-being of currently living (and
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future) people. Fulfilling our duties toward both the latter might well require
compensation for the consequences of the fact that their predecessors were badly
wronged. However, the fact that their predecessors were wronged does not, in
itself, give rise to justified claims to compensation for their descendants today.

Consider the claims of present-day Palestinians living in refugee camps.14 Do
they have claims to reparations—a right of return to their homes and to have their
property recovered—namely in virtue of the history of having been forcefully
and deliberately expelled from their homeland? The non-identity problem is of
little practical significance for assessing the validity of the right of return of the
Palestinian refugees—and for two reasons. First, the non-identity problem does
not arise with respect to surviving victims of wrongs. Among those present-day
Palestinians living in refugee camps are a good number of those individuals who
were forcefully and deliberately expelled from their lands by the Israeli fighting
forces. The harm done to them can be understood in accordance with the common
understanding of harm: the Israeli policy caused these people to be worse off than
they would have been in the absence of that policy. These individuals would be
fully compensated for the harm done to them were it the case that, as a result of
measures of compensation undertaken, they were as well off as they would have
been had the policy not been carried out.

Second, for the descendants of those who were expelled from their homeland
it might well be true that they would not exist had their parents and (great-)
grandparents not been expelled. However, the descendants can be said to be
victims of the additional wrong that their parents did not receive compensation for
the wrongs inflicted upon them. The individual descendants can be said to have
been harmed from conception or birth because of the lack of sufficient compen-
sation to their parents. Again, the harm done to them can be understood in
accordance with the common understanding of harm: having refrained from
providing sufficient measures of compensation to the first generation of Palestin-
ian refugees, those entities who are under obligation to provide such measures of
compensation harmed the descendants of the first generation of Palestinian refu-
gees by causing those descendants to be worse off than they would have been had
the relevant entities fulfilled their obligations. And, again, the second generation
of Palestinian refugees would be fully compensated for the harm done to them if,
as a result of measures of compensation undertaken, they are as well off as they
would have been had the first generation of Palestinian refugees received the
compensation they were entitled to. And this line of argument can be similarly
extended for the third and fourth generations of Palestinian refugees.

Thus understood, the later generations’ claims to compensation do not have
to contend with the non-identity problem.15 However, the legitimacy of people’s
claims can depend upon their actions (and inactions) and the impact these have on
their well-being. For these actions can be attributed normatively to people only
insofar as they decide to act (not act) and take responsibility therefor. The strength
of later generations’ claims to compensation—derived from the failure to provide
a sufficient measure of compensation to the first generation that suffered the initial
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harm—is thus likely to wane over time. The more the descendants’ well-being can
be attributed to actions or inactions for which they themselves or members of the
intermediate generations are responsible, the less the hypothetical state of affairs
that would obtain had the direct victims received adequate compensation16 is
relevant for the determination of the claims of the indirect victims.17 This insight
is, however, of little practical significance in assessing the strength of the claims
of the descendants of the Palestinians who were expelled from their homeland.
Most of them are the children or grandchildren of the direct victims. The harm
done to their ancestors is not ancient. Thus, here the descendants’ claim to
compensation—based on the harm inflicted on them due to the failure to provide
adequate compensation so far for the initial harm—is strong.

I.2 Responding to the Supersession Thesis

Let us now turn to the second source of doubts about the validity of indirect
victims’ claims to reparations. Injustices committed against people in the past may
not give rise to claims to reparations today if such claims can be understood to
presuppose an indefensible interpretation of property entitlements. David Lyons
and Jeremy Waldron argue that the view that once we acquire entitlements they
continue until we transfer or relinquish them is indefensible since there are
reasons of principle18 for holding that entitlements and rights are sensitive to the
passage of time and changes of circumstances. According to Waldron, entitlement
to land is based upon the idea that such entitlement can be an integral part of
people’s life plans and projects as individuals and as members of groups. Entitle-
ments to land can be important for people being able to autonomously realize
particular goods of their way of life.19 When circumstances change, the entitle-
ment might no longer be important in that sense or may decrease in normative
significance. For example, the entitlement of original owners might weaken over
time if they are separated from the land. Having been separated from the land,
entitlement to the land might no longer be important for those original owners in
autonomously realizing their way of life. Thus, generally speaking, entitlements
are sensitive to background circumstances and they are vulnerable to prescription.
As Waldron argues, property entitlement is a set of claim rights, liberty rights and
powers that are “circumstantially sensitive.”20

Further, if legitimate entitlement is sensitive to changes in background
changes, it is possible that the ongoing effect of an illegitimate acquisition and,
more generally, of unjust violations of rights of others can become legitimate
when circumstances change. This is Waldron’s principal argument for the thesis
that historical injustices may be superseded.21 He gives an example in which the
violation by one group of the legitimate rights of another group to a given
waterhole is superseded by ecological catastrophe such that the interlopers acquire
a right to share what they had wrongly begun to use. In these circumstances, “they
are entitled to share that water hole. Their use of [the waterhole] no longer counts
as an injustice; it is now in fact part of what justice now requires. The initial
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injustice by [the first group] against [the second] has been superseded by circum-
stances.”22 Hence, justice may require that original owners of land share their land
with others, and they may be required to share even with those who unjustly
appropriated the land. However, even if supersession of injustice is possible, the
claim that it has occurred in any given situation “depends on which circumstances
are taken to be morally significant and how as a matter of fact circumstances have
changed.”23 The argument for the possibility of supersession rests on a hypotheti-
cal case of ecological disaster such that the need of others to use of the resource
is both extreme and brought about by circumstances beyond their control.

One might doubt that these conditions are fully met even in cases of so-called
ancient historical injustice.24 With respect to more recent injustices the conditions
for their supersession will often not be met. Consider again the case of the
Palestinians. If we assume that the Palestinians were unjustly expelled from their
lands by the Israeli fighting forces and that the appropriation of these lands was
unjust, it seems implausible that these historical injustices are superseded today
so that their ongoing effect—namely, Israeli exclusive sovereign control of the
land—is to be considered legitimate.25 Israel cannot plausibly claim either to have
an extreme need to exercise exclusive sovereign control over the land or that such
a need has been brought about by circumstances beyond their control.26 It is true
that Israel acted in 1948 under the immediate impression of the holocaust.
However, this cannot justify the measures taken then or the policy of hindering the
refugees from returning since then. Further, and according to Waldron’s account
of property rights, supersession of the historic injustices will turn on whether for
the Palestinian refugees, loss of their homeland and the lost property is of signifi-
cance for their sense of who they are and who they want to be. In actuality, the loss
is highly important to them, namely, to their individual and collective identities.
We can explain this in terms of the importance of a shared communal life that
allows the members of an ongoing cultural and ethnic group to autonomously
participate in the realization of the particular goods of their way of life.27 For a
people to realize this value, they typically need a meaningful degree of autono-
mous control over land, and for the Palestinians, there is no available substitute for
their homeland. This is not an atypical situation either.28 Further, and as Andrei
Marmor has stressed, in the case of the Palestinian refugees, the claim to a right
of return is particularly pressing owing to the miserable conditions under which
they live in the refugee camps, with, as Andrei Marmor puts it, “very limited
opportunities to escape such a predicament.”29 In the case of the Palestinian
refugees it seems clear that their yearning for their lost homes “is not just a
sentimental matter,”30 but something which is closely related to the person’s
individual or communal sense of identity.31

II. Past Victims of Historical Injustice

So, we often should indeed attempt to counteract the negative consequences
of past wrongs for the well-being of current and future people. However, such an
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interpretation of the relevance of past injustices is incomplete when understood as
a statement of how we ought to respond to the fact that past people were severely
wronged. That is true quite independent of whether or not we find in a particular
case of historical injustice that currently living people have valid claims to repa-
rations for being indirect victims of historical injustice. Even if we held the view
that the non-identity problem excludes the possibility of currently living people
being indirect victims of past injustice or that the historical injustice under con-
sideration has been superseded, we will not wish to deny that past people were
wronged. The moral significance of past wrongs does not lie in their impact on
currently living and future people’s well-being only; rather, the significance of
past wrongs should also be seen in the fact that past people were victims of these
injustices. We need to enquire into the question of what we owe to the dead
victims of historical injustices. The interpretation of the normative significance of
the impact of historical injustices on the well-being of currently living people
could be misunderstood as suggesting that we owe dead victims nothing—that, in
the words of Max Horkheimer, “[p]ast injuries took place in the past and the
matter ended there. The slain are truly slain.”32

One could defend the claim that we are obliged to the past victims of
injustices by attributing rights to them. To attribute rights to dead people may
seem unproblematic if we assume that people continue to exist after their physical
death, that they exist as people who can be affected by the events of this world or
that they might even be able to act in ways that have an impact on what happens
in the world. These assumptions about the ontological status of previously living
people are at least as controversial as the assumption that dead people do not exist
as persons.33

A presupposition that is equally compatible with at least some of the contro-
versial and mutually exclusive presuppositions on the ontological status of dead
people can be considered a suitable starting point for a philosophical investigation
into the question of whether we can stand under duties to previously living people.
In the following discussion I am proceeding on the assumption that dead people
either do not exist (a1) or, if they do, that there is no connection between them and
currently living (a2). The second assumption (a2) is meant to imply that for
currently living people dead people are neither passive nor active subjects. In other
words, I am proceeding on the assumption that the end of the physical existence
of a human person, that is, his or her death, is the end of the possibility of this
person acting in a way that she has an impact on the world as we know it and of
events of this world or currently living persons’ actions affecting the dead person
[presupposition (A), that is: (a1) and (a2)].

II.1 Surviving Duties

Is this presupposition compatible with an interpretation of the claim that the
true significance of past wrongs lies in the fact that past people were the victims
of these injustices? The position of surviving duties is compatible with presup-
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position (A).34 The duties survive the death of the bearer of the right.35 While the
bearer of the right does no longer exist, currently living people can stand under the
correlative duties. The notion of surviving duties relies on the idea that the reasons
for a person’s right imply reasons for a duty under which other people stand after
the death of the bearer of the right. If it is a moral right, then these reasons will also
include general social reasons which are relevant not only for the bearer of the
right but also for the bearer of the surviving duty, his contemporaries (and future
people). For example, we all have reasons to protect people’s trust that promises
be kept and that people have the reputation they deserve. The reasons for the
surviving duties also include the reasons that are necessary for showing that a
particular person had the moral right.

The position under consideration relies upon the following claims: Some
rights are future-oriented in the sense that they impose duties in the future. Such
rights can impose surviving duties; the rights imply duties that are (also) binding
after the death of the bearer of the right if the appropriate bearer of the duty is
identified. I would like to comment on these claims by investigating the reasons
for surviving duties with the help of an example of a person who wishes to
establish posthumously a prize for the sciences. I will call the person Alfred Nobel
even though the example and the variations on the example I will use in the
following discussion make no claim to resemble the historical person Alfred
Nobel to whose bequeathal we owe the Nobel Prize.

“A right implies a duty” means that a proposition about the right’s validity
implies a proposition that some duty exists. Such an implication relies upon the
claim that the reasons for the right contain (some of) the reasons for the duty. In
the case of rights that are future-oriented in the sense indicated, the reasons for the
rights of people while alive are sufficient for holding currently living people under
a duty, that is, a surviving duty. With respect to moral rights, specifically moral
reasons are among these reasons. Such reasons are meant to protect the conditions
of a, morally speaking, valuable social life.

Suppose Alfred Nobel kept to himself his wish to establish posthumously a
prize for the sciences. Although he accumulated the fortune necessary for the
purpose, Nobel neglected to write it in his will. Hiking in isolated mountains
together with his friend Barbara, Nobel has an accident and both he and his friend
realize that he will die before they can call on somebody for help. He asks his
friend to promise him that she will make sure that his fortune will be spent for the
establishment of a prize for the sciences and that his wish to this effect will be
acknowledged as if it had been written in his will.

Why should Barbara keep the promise? The particular strength of the position
under consideration is to be seen in its connecting the surviving duty both to the
previous right of the deceased person and to those general moral reasons which are
relevant for the bearer of the duty and his contemporaries. First, the particular
reasons which ground the right of the no longer existing person imply reasons for
the validity of the surviving duty. Some of the reasons for a currently living person
to stand under the duty toward the deceased person are implied by the reasons for
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attributing the corresponding right to the deceased person while alive. This is also
the sense in which we stand under surviving duties toward the deceased person.
For example, the surviving duty to keep a death-bed promise is valid, inter alia, for
the reason that the promise was given to the deceased person and that is why the
latter, while alive, had a moral right that the promise given to him be kept. If the
duty is not understood to be binding due to the fact, inter alia, that the deceased
person had the future-oriented right, surviving duties could not be distinguished
from interpretations of, for example, death-bed promises according to which the
duty to keep the promise is owed to our contemporaries alone (and possibly to
people living in the future). The position under consideration differs from some
consequentialist interpretations of, for example, death-bed promises by insisting
that a surviving duty necessarily be based upon, inter alia, the reasons for the
previous future-oriented right and that these reasons contain the specific reasons
for the attribution of the previous right to the deceased person.36

So far I have investigated one type of reason for a current person to stand under
a duty toward the deceased person. These reasons are implied by the reasons for
attributing the corresponding right to the deceased person while alive. However,
and second, there are other reasons too. These reasons are general in that they
concern the protection or promotion of values important for the quality of social
life. With respect to death-bed promises trust and the protection from betrayal are
at stake. We all have reasons to protect the value of people having confidence that
promises be kept. In so far as people can and do have an interest in future
posthumous states of affairs of the world as we know it, and in so far as pursuing
such interests can be of high importance to the well-being of people while alive,37

it is important for people that others can bind themselves by promises or contracts
to the effect that they will carry out certain actions after the promisee’s death, and
that when others have done so, that they can be confident that the promise will be
kept. For the practice of such promises, trust is of special importance, for the
promisee will not be able to determine whether the promise was kept. Thus, the
practice of such promises is particularly dependent upon the protection of the value
of people having confidence in promises being kept. At the same time, if such
promises have often not been kept, this is likely to undermine the confidence in
promises being kept generally. The right of the deceased person that the promise
given will be kept is based on, among others, these reasons. Although the right and
the person who is the bearer of the right has ceased to exist, the moral reasons are
still valid and the duty of the person who gave the promise continues to be binding
on the basis of these reasons.As these reasons are general moral reasons they are not
only relevant for the individual bearer of the right but also for the surviving bearer
of the correlative duty and his contemporaries. The death of the bearer of the right
leaves these moral reasons unaffected and the surviving duty is based on these
reasons in conjunction with the reasons that are implied by the particular reasons for
the attribution of the correlative right to the deceased person while alive. Thus,
contemporaries of a person who stands under a surviving duty have reason to
impose sanctions on the person should he not keep his promise.
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One might wonder whether this interpretation of surviving duties as currently
living persons’ duties toward deceased people is compatible with the presuppo-
sition that dead people are bearers of neither interests nor rights and that they
cannot be affected by the actions of currently living people. At the very least, the
position of surviving duties I am defending presupposes the possibility of the
attribution of posthumous properties and, more particularly, of their change—an
assumption that can be shown to be rather unproblematic.38

II.2 Carrying Out Acts of Symbolic Restitution

Does the position of surviving duties help us in understanding the moral
significance of the fact that past people were severely wronged? I shall propose the
idea that since people as members of ongoing societies can be said to have an
obligation to compensate surviving and indirect victims of past injustices,39 they
may also have an obligation symbolically to compensate dead victims of past
injustices, that is people who cannot be affected by our actions.

As I have argued above, we can stand under surviving duties toward past
people even though neither can we change the value to them of any moment of
their lives since they cannot be affected by what people do after their death nor can
they be thought to be bearers of interests or rights. Until now I have discussed
duties toward dead people with reference to (variations on) the example of Alfred
Nobel and his bequeathal. Currently living people can act in ways that will
constitute a violation of the surviving duties under which they stand owing to the
rights past people had in the past. We stand under particular surviving duties
toward past people owing to their future-oriented projects, the promises we made
to them or the contractual obligations we entered with them. However, not all
people have the opportunity or the wish to have a specific impact on posthumous
states of affairs. Not all people pursue projects that are future-oriented in the
relevant way and not all people oblige others to bring about what for them are
posthumous states of affairs. Here I want to suggest that we can stand under
surviving duties toward dead people owing to the fact that they were victims of
historical injustices. For us to show that currently living people can stand under
such duties, we will have to assume that people generally have interests with
respect to posthumous states of affairs. Indeed, people can be thought to generally
have the interest to enjoy a good reputation both during their lifetime and post-
humously. When people were violated in their rights and badly so, their posthu-
mous reputation depends upon their being publicly acknowledged as victims of
these wrongs and others being identified as the wrongdoers.

In acknowledging past people as victims of egregious wrongs we cannot
affect their well-being. Also, such acknowledgement cannot be expressed vis-
à-vis the dead victims, but only vis-à-vis currently living people in light of the
wrongs past people suffered. However, if it is true that we stand under surviving
duties toward past victims of historical injustice owing to the wrongs they suf-
fered, then our fulfilling the duty by publicly acknowledging the past injustices
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they suffered will change the relation between us and the dead victims of his-
torical injustice. It will be true of the past victims of these injustices that they
have the posthumous property that we fulfilled our surviving duty toward them.
To be sure, a change of the relation between a currently living person and a
dead person does not bring about or rely upon a real change of the latter person.
Rather the relational change is based upon the real change of the person who
carries out the act.

For us to bring about the public acknowledgment of past people as victims of
historical injustice can require different measures under different circumstances.
Currently living people can express their acknowledgment of past people as
victims of past wrongs in an indirect way, namely, by providing measures of
compensation for those who are worse off than they should be owing to the effects
of the past injustices suffered by their predecessors. The message of such mea-
sures of compensation can contain the acknowledgment that past people were
victims of past wrong. Here I would like to suggest that we can understand efforts
at finding appropriate forms of commemoration of today’s dead victims as efforts
at bringing about measures of symbolic compensation and restitution.

Establishing a memorial is the typical course of action where the effort is
made to realize the symbolic value of compensating those victims who are no
longer living. A memorial may be a public speech, a day in the official calendar,
a conference, a public space or a monument—for example, a sculpture or an
installation. Often these memorials are meant to commemorate crimes that pre-
vious members committed in the name of a political society whose currently
living members now want to carry out actions of public symbolic compensation or
restitution for these crimes toward the victims and their descendants. While there
is still no established practice for such efforts at public symbolic compensation,
such acts of symbolic compensation have been carried out since the 1970s in
Germany and we have been observing the beginnings of an international practice
of symbolic compensation.40

How can we understand this practice of symbolic compensation? Here I can
only adumbrate the basic idea:41 the value of real compensation—the rectification
or compensation at which we would aim if only it were possible—is imputed, at
least in part, to the act of symbolic compensation.42 The imputation of the value of
real compensation to the acts of symbolic compensation is partly based upon the
expressive value of acts of symbolic compensation. For those who carry out acts of
symbolic compensation these acts make it possible to express attitudes toward the
past victims—attitudes that are constitutive of acts of compensation. Acts of
symbolic compensation make it possible for us to act in such a way as to express an
understanding of ourselves as people who wish to, and would, carry out acts of real
compensation if this were only possible. If successful we will have firmly expressed
an understanding of ourselves as persons who would provide measures of real
compensation to the previously living person or people if this were only possible.

Acts of symbolic compensation can be valuable for those who carry out the
acts since doing so helps to express attitudes that are important for their self-
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understanding and, thus, for their identity. They understand themselves to be
persons committed to support the just claims of those who have been injured and
to be persons prepared to contribute to the establishment and maintenance of a just
political society. Indeed, acts of symbolic compensation will not help us in
fulfilling our duties toward the past victims of wrongs and thus in bringing about
a change in our relationship to the dead victims unless we succeed in expressing
that we are people who wish to, and would, carry out acts of real compensation if
this were only possible. Carrying out acts of symbolic compensation can symbol-
ize that one is a person who shares this identity, can be evidence of one’s being
such a person and, importantly, can have the consequence of helping one to secure
the self-understanding of being such a person. The latter is a real consequence of
such acts and can be of great importance to the person carrying out the act.43

However, we will not succeed in bringing about these consequences in car-
rying out acts of symbolic compensation if we aim to bring about these conse-
quences as such. Carrying out an act of symbolic value as a means of bringing
about certain consequences will change the character of the act and, thus, the
reasons that speak on behalf of carrying out the act in the first place. It is certainly
not the case that we will become a person of a certain identity simply in virtue of
our carrying out an act in a specific situation in which a person of this identity
would have carried out the act. Carrying out acts of symbolic compensation does
not by itself cause one to become a person of this identity. While such conse-
quences for the self-understanding of a person can be an important factor in
explaining the person’s acts, in choosing what to do the person cannot herself
explicitly take into account this type of consequence without thereby diminishing
or undermining this very effect of her act.

Carrying out acts of symbolic compensation will have consequences for
others as well. There will often be surviving and indirect victims of past injustices.
Acts of symbolic compensation can have consequences for the surviving victims,
for the descendants of victims, and for the group whose previous members were
harmed by the injustices. The public acknowledgment of the suffering of past
people who were wronged by, say, a genocidal policy cannot be separated from the
acknowledgment of those who survived the same policy and suffer as an effect of
this policy or from those who suffer as indirect victims of the policy. Those who
carry out acts of symbolic compensation will want to provide measures of real
compensation to those who currently suffer as a result of the same past wrongs.
The reasons for acts of symbolic compensation include the reasons for carrying
out measures of real compensation where this is possible. Measures of symbolic
compensation belong to the measures likely to have the effect of providing
surviving victims with assistance in recovering or regaining the status of mem-
bership in their respective societies, such that they are once again able to lead lives
under conditions of justice. In so far as people were wronged as members of a
group that continues to exist, the public acknowledgment of past victims also
provides a measure of acknowledgment for the group whose previous members
were wronged.44
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III. Concluding Remarks

Who can plausibly be said to stand under the so understood duties to attempt
at providing measures of symbolic restitution and material reparations? In con-
clusion, I will only indicate how accepting to stand under these differing duties
reflects different aspects of the self-understanding of people as members of
ongoing societies.45 First, people will accept to stand under the duty of providing
measures of symbolic restitution only if as members of ongoing societies they can
identify with the public inheritance of their society in such a way that they will
want to respond to what may be dubbed “inherited public evils” by participating
in public acts of symbolic reparation. People may value their membership in a
political community as an end owing to the unique opportunities which that
community offers to them. They understand that the options open to them depend
largely on practices established in the society to which they belong. Those options
are, so to speak, products of the culture of their society, and that culture is unique.
More generally speaking, the goods that are available on a public basis can only
be understood in terms of that society’s particular history. If people intrinsically
value their membership because of that society’s historically unique features, they
have good reasons for acknowledging that who they are as members of that society
(certain aspects of their social identity) depend in part on what other people as
members of that society do and what previous members did in the past. What other
people as members of that society did can diminish the value of understanding
oneself as a member of this group. Currently living people will have to ask
themselves whether—given what others as members of their society did—they are
justified in holding their membership in this society to be intrinsically valuable
owing to, in part, its historically unique features. Responding to wrongs commit-
ted by previous members of their society and in its name, currently living people
as members of that society will want to renew the value of their shared social
identity. With respect to the wrongdoings of previous members of their society
they can acknowledge the direct and indirect victims and make an attempt at
providing measures of compensation or reparations. Participating in public acts of
symbolic restitution can allow currently living people as members of ongoing
societies to express such acknowledgment toward deceased victims of wrongs
committed in the name of their society.

Second, the duties of providing measures of compensation and reparations
to (indirect) victims owing to the lasting impact of historical injustices can be
understood as specifications of more general duties of justice under which all
persons stand. People as members of ongoing societies can contribute to the
realization of general values within their societies and, in particular, to the real-
ization of the value of living under just societal conditions. If we have good
reasons for holding transgenerational legal persons (usually states) in whose name
previous members committed crimes against others to be legally responsible to
provide (indirect) victims with measures of compensation and reparations, cur-
rently living people as members of such entities can stand under a (civic) duty to
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support such measures. In order to succeed in their attempt to establish a just
order, they will have to support measures of reparation that aim at providing just
compensation today in light of both the lack of (sufficient) measures of compen-
sation to the direct victims of historical injustices and their lasting negative impact
on the well-being of currently living people.
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